January - New Year's Day

*Bunting, Eve. *Frog And Friends Celebrate Thanksgiving, Christmas, And New Year's Eve.* (716777) Masse, Josee il. A beginning reader book containing three stories in which Frog shares a Thanksgiving feast with his woodland friends, celebrates his first Christmas, and rings in the New Year with a twist on tradition. (06-08) Sleeping Bear Press 2015 K,L,Q+ $12.22

Philbrick, W. R. (W. Rodman). *Big Dark.* (714428) When something knocks out everything electrical at midnight on New Year's Eve, the world is plunged into chaos, including the town of Harmony, New Hampshire, where Webster Bragg, a vicious survivalist, sees an opportunity to dominate his fellow citizens--but as the town struggles to maintain order and civilization, young Charlie Cobb sets out on a dangerous journey through the snow to find medicine for his diabetic mother. (08-12) Blue Sky Press 2016 B,K,L,Q+ $20.51

Roy, Ron. *New Year's Eve Thieves.* (769324) Gurney, John Steven il. While investigating a mystery on New Year's Eve, four friends encounter a big surprise. (06-09) Random 2014 Q (AR) $12.47

Three Kings Day


February - Groundhog Day

Biedrzycki, David. *Groundhog's Runaway Shadow.* (119535) Il. Little Phil Groundhog and his shadow do everything together, but when they grow up the more adventurous shadow wants to travel, so he leaves--but neither is happy, so Phil goes searching for his friend. (04-08) Charlesbridge 2016 K,L,W (AR) $19.79

Pearlman, Robb. *Groundhog's Day Off.* (706339) Helquist, Brett il. Tired of being asked only about the weather, a sensitive groundhog decides to take a vacation right before the big day in February. (06-08) Bloomsbury 2015 K,L,Q,C,W+ (AR) $19.81

Remenar, Kristen. *Groundhog's Dilemma.* (746357) Faulkner, Matt il. Groundhog wants to please all the animals, but half of them want spring to come quickly and the other half do not--and all of them think he controls the seasons, so what is a poor groundhog to do on Groundhog Day? (03-07) Charlesbridge 2015 K,L $19.79

Valentine's Day

*Bunting, Eve. *Mr. Goat's Valentine.* (171676) Zimmer, Kevin (Illustrator) il. When Mr. Goat learns that it's Valentine's Day, he sets out in search of gifts for his first love, but his choices are a little unconventional. (04-07) Sleeping Bear Press 2016 K,L,Q $19.81

Friedman, Laurie B. *Ruby Valentine And The Sweet Surprise.* (357126) Avril, Lynne il. Ruby's pets compete for her attention on Valentine's Day. (05-09) Carolrhoda 2014 B,K,L,Q,W (AR) $19.79

Greene, Stephanie. *Princess Posey And The First Grade Ballet.* (397294) Sisson, Stephanie Roth il. Valentine's Day is coming! Posey is so excited about her special ballet recital and giving cards to everyone at school. Then she learns that one of her classmates doesn't have any valentines to give out. Can Princess Posey and her tutu find the perfect way to help? (06-09) Putnam 2014 B (AR) $17.71

O'Connor, Jane. *Nancy Clancy, Secret Admirer.* (685623) Preiss-Glasser, Robin il. When Nancy Clancy finds out that both her guitar teacher, Andy, and her favorite babysitter, Annie, have broken up with the people they were dating, she decides to make them fall in love on Valentine's Day. (07-10) Harper 2013 B,K,Q (AR/RC) $14.91

Underwood, Deborah. *Here Comes Valentine Cat.* (898332) Rueda, Claudia il. Cat does not want to send a valentine to anyone, until some unexpected gifts from the dog next door make him change his mind. (03-06) Dial 2016 K,L,Q+,M,C (AR/RC) $19.81

President's Day


Easter

Brett, Jan. *Easter Egg.* (149234) Il. Hoppi the bunny wants to win the egg decorating contest so the Easter Bunny will choose him to help distribute Easter eggs, but instead, while everyone else is working on their decorations, he finds himself guarding an egg that has fallen from a robin's nest. (03-05) Putnam 2010 B,L,Q,CA,W+ (AR) $20.51
Garton, Sam. Otter Loves Easter! (3689922) il. Otter celebrates Easter with a little too much chocolate and a lot of creativity. (04-08) Harper 2017 K,L,W (AR) $14.91


Kaplan, Michael B. Betty Bunny Loves Easter. (507116) Jonisich, Stephane il. Betty Bunny wants to be the Easter Bunny when she grows up, but is having a difficult time finding eggs during the neighborhood Easter egg hunt. (05-08) Dial 2015 L,Q,C,W (AR/RC) $19.81

Paquette, Ammi-Joan. Bunny Bus. (698686) Withrow, Lesley Breen il. All of the animals pile on board and then they tumble out to get the Bunny Bus gussied up for the big Easter Parade. (02-04) Farrar 2017 B,K,L,W (AR) $19.81

Smythe, Theresa. Chester's Colorful Easter Eggs. (831570) Rueda, Claudia il. When Cat tries to replace the Easter Bunny, he soon learns that the job is much harder than he expected—and does not allow time for naps. (03-05) Dial 2013 B,K+,L+,Q+,M,C+,W+ (AR) $19.81

Underwood, Deborah. Here Comes The Easter Cat. (898314) Rueda, Claudia il. When Cat tries to replace the Easter Bunny, he soon learns that the job is much harder than he expected—and does not allow time for naps. (03-06) Dial 2014 B,K+,L+,Q+,M,C+,W+ (AR) $19.81

April - April Fool's Day

De Groat, Diane. April Fool! Watch Out At School! (268702) il. It's April Fool's Day, and Gilbert is looking forward to playing tricks on his friends. Unfortunately, he's the one getting tricked! (04-08) Harper 2009 B,L,Q (AR/RC) $20.51

Russell, Rachel Renee. Tales From A Not-So-Happily Ever After. (773090) il. Nikki Maxwell and her friends live out their own dorky versions of classic fairy tales on an April Fool's Day. (09-13) Aladdin 2014 Q (AR/RC) $17.71

May - Memorial Day

Messner, Kate. Rolling Thunder. (639800) Ruth, Greg il. Told in rhyming text, a boy accompanies his grandfather on the Rolling Thunder Ride for Freedom, a demonstration in Washington, DC, on Memorial Day that pays tribute to American veterans. (04-08) Scholastic 2017 K,L $20.51

October - Day Of The Dead

Diamond, Jill. Lou Lou & Pea And The Mural Mystery. (276541) Vamos, Lesley il. Two best friends with a flair for adventure use their gardening and art skills to catch a criminal during Dia de los Muertos. (08-12) Farrar 2016 B,K,L,Q,C $19.81

Mora, Pat. Remembering Day = El Dia De Los Muertos. (658021) Casilla, Robert il. Long ago in what would come to be called Mexico, as Mama Alma and her granddaughter, Bella, recall happy times while walking in the garden they have tended together since Bella was a baby, Mama Alma asks that after she is gone her family remember her on one special day each year. In English and Spanish. (06-09) Pinata 2015 K,Q,W $20.49

October - Halloween

Bruel, Nick. Bad Kitty, Scaredy-Cat. (163341) il. Bad Kitty is frightened by the creatures on Halloween, but when she sees all the holiday treats she decides to be a very bad kitty and chases the scary creatures away. (05-08) Roaring Brook 2016 K,Q,W+ (AR/RC) $19.81

Capucilli, Alyssa Satin. Katy Duck's Happy Halloween. (185873) Cole, Henry il. Katy Duck is excited for Halloween. Until she sees Alice Duck dressed up in a shimmery, glimmery outfit. Katy wishes she was shimmery and glimmery too. But with a little help from Alice and Ralph, Katy realizes that her costume is still very special. And besides, she can be shimmery and glimmery next year. (04-06) Simon Spotlight 2014 L,Q (AR) $19.81


Christelow, Eileen. Five Little Monkeys Trick-Or-Treat. (212104) il. When babysitter Lulu takes the five little monkeys trick-or-treating, they decide to change costumes with their friends and try to fool Lulu and their mother. (04-08) Clarion 2013 B,K,L,Q,M,W (AR) $19.81

Cronin, Doreen. Click, Clack, Boo!: A Tricky Treat. (251030) Lewin, Betsy il. Farmer Brown does not like Halloween, but the animals hold a Halloween party in his barn. (03-07) Atheneum 2013 B,K,L,Q,M,W+ (AR) $20.51

Garrison, Sam. Otter Loves Halloween! (368991) il. Halloween is the best holiday ever for Otter and her friends. (04-08) Harper 2015 K,Q,W (AR) $14.91

Gehl, Laura. Peep And Egg: I'm Not Trick-Or-Treating. (372826) Wan, Joyce il. [#2] Egg is too scared to go trick or treating, until Peep finds a way to help her overcome her fears. (02-06) Farrar 2016 K,Q,M (AR) $19.81

Harley, Bill. Charlie Bumpers vs. The Squeaking Skull. (419794) Gustavson, Adam il. As Halloween nears, Charlie and Tommy hope to get out of taking their little sisters trick-or-treating and go by themselves to Alex’s upscale neighborhood instead, then attend a sleepover at Alex’s house, but when Charlie learns that partygoers will be watching a very scary horror movie he panics. (07-10) Peachtree 2015 B,K,Q (AR) $13.35

Kettelman, Helen. At The Old Haunted House. (516404) Wragg, Nate il. A rhyming romp through an old haunted house, with counting along the way. (05-07) Two Lions 2014 K,L,W (AR) $19.81

Kimmelman, Leslie. Trick Arrr Treat: A Pirate Halloween. (518300) Monlongo, Jorge il. Swashbuckling trick-or-treaters stomp and clamp through their neighborhood in search of treasure--aka Halloween candy--but they must be back before dark, because the pirate chief’s mom said so. (04-07) Whitman 2015 B,K-,L,Q+,M,W+ (AR) $19.81
Kinney, Jeff. *Diary Of A Wimpy Kid: Double Down.* (519769) il. The pressure’s really piling up on Greg Heffley. The only thing he’s good at is playing video games, but his parents want him to broaden his horizons by doing something—anything!—else. When Greg finds an old video camera in his basement, he thinks he may have discovered just the thing to prove he’s got big-time talent. With the help of his best friend, Rowley, Greg hatches a plan to make a scary movie and to become rich and famous in the process. Is it a smart plan or a recipe for trouble? (08-12) Amulet 2016 B (AR) $17.69

Soman, David. *Ladybug Girl And The Dress-Up Dilemma.* (262371) il. It is Halloween and Lulu doesn’t know if she should dress as Ladybug Girl or find a different costume for the special day. (04-08) Dial 2014 B,K,L,Q,W (AR) $20.51

Wohl, Lauren L. *Teeny Tiny Halloween.* (959931) Cole, Henry il. Every fall the leaves drift down until the teeny tiny woman’s teeny tiny house is buried completely. Inside it’s dark and a teeny tiny bit scary, but the resourceful woman has a plan and a few surprises up her teeny tiny sleeve... (03-07) Persnickety 2016 B,K $19.09

**November - Thanksgiving**

*Bunting, Eve. *Frog And Friends Celebrate Thanksgiving, Christmas, And New Year’s Eve.* (171677) Masse, Josee il. A beginning reader book containing three stories in which Frog shares a Thanksgiving feast with his woodland friends, celebrates his first Christmas, and rings in the New Year with a twist on tradition. (06-08) Sleeping Bear Press 2015 K,Q (AR) $12.22

Elliott, Laura. *Thanksgiving Day Thanks.* (307082) Munsinger, Lynn il. Sam has trouble deciding what he is grateful for during a Thanksgiving-themed classroom assignment. Includes facts about Thanksgiving Day. (04-08) Harper 2013 B,K,L,Q,CA,W (AR) $20.51

Fearing, Mark. *Great Thanksgiving Escape.* (327110) il. Cousins Gavin and Rhonda don’t want to be confined to the kids’ room on Thanksgiving, but have to get past the adults and the family dogs to make their escape to the swing set in the backyard. (05-08) Candlewick 2014 K,L,Q,M,W (AR) $19.11

Mayr, Diane. *Run, Turkey, Run!* (616669) Rader, Laura il. The day before Thanksgiving, Turkey tries to disguise himself as other animals in order to avoid being caught by the farmer. (04-07) Walker 2009 B,K,L,Q $13.99

McDonald, Megan. *Judy Moody & Stink: The Wishbone Wish.* (623524) Reynolds, Peter il. The town’s annual Turkey Trot race and festival is coming up, and Judy and Stink are training to win. Judy has decided that she is going to take home the big prize: a fat, juicy turkey. They can taste it already. But what if they don’t win? Will the Moody family end up starving on Thanksgiving? (07-10) Candlewick 2015 B,Q,W (AR/RC) $18.41

Miller, Pat. *Sharing The Bread: An Old-Fashioned Thanksgiving Story.* (646746) McElmurry, Jill il. Illustrations and simple, rhyming text reveal a family’s preparations for their Thanksgiving feast, with everyone pitching in to help—including Baby, who sleeps quiet as a mouse. (04-08) Schwartz & Wade 2015 B,K,L,Q,M,W+ $20.51

Park, Barbara. *Junie B., First Grader: Turkeys We Have Loved And Eaten (And Other Thankful Stuff).* (700129) Brunkus, Denise il. For Thanksgiving, Mr. Scary’s class makes a Thankful List for the school contest. (06-09) Random 2012 K,Q (AR/RC) $16.31

Roy, Ron. *November Night.* (769322) Gurney, John il. As Thanksgiving approaches, Nate and Lucy must help Bradley and Brian find out what their shady new neighbors are up to. (06-09) Random 2014 Q (AR/RC) $12.47

Scotton, Rob. *Splat Says Thank You.* (793669) il. In this Thanksgiving-themed story, Splat the Cat figures out how to let Seymour know that he’s thankful for their friendship. (03-07) Harper 2012 L,Q,W (AR) $19.81

**December - Hanukkah**

Simon, Richard. *Oskar And The Eight Blessings.* (820357) Siegel, Mark il. A young Jewish refugee from Nazi Germany arrives in New York City on the seventh night of Hanukkah and receives small acts of kindness while exploring the city. (04-08) Roaring Brook 2015 B+,K,L+,Q+,M,W+ (AR/RC) $20.51

Bailey, Linda. *When Santa Was A Baby.* (080851) Godbout, Genevieve il. With his preference for the color red, generosity with his toys, unusual interest in chimneys, and his booming voice, Santa’s mom and dad knew they had a unique child on their hands. (03-07) Tundra 2015 K,L,Q+,M,W+ $19.81


Benedis-Grab, Daphne. *Angel Tree.* (110162) Gendron, Cathy il. Every Christmas in the small town of Pine River, a tree appears in the town square and people tie wishes to it, but nobody knows where the tree comes from—but this year four children are determined to solve the mystery of the Angel Tree. (08-12) Scholastic 2014 B,K,L,Q,W (AR/RC) $19.81

Biedrzycki, David. *Santa's New Jet.* (119523) il. Shortly before Christmas, Santa discovers that the sleigh needs major repairs and the reindeer are out of shape, so the elves build him a jet to use on his annual trip. (03-06) Charlesbridge 2011 K,L,Q (AR) $13.40

Birney, Betty G. *Winter According To Humphrey.* (120508) Humphrey the hamster and the students in Mrs. Brisbane’s class get ready for the holidays and a special Winter Wonderland program. (07-11) Putnam 2012 Q (AR/RC) $13.10

Brett, Jan. *Animals' Santa.* (149222) il. A rabbit named Little Snow is celebrating his first Christmas, and after all the forest animals tell him about the animals’ Santa, he is excited to wake up on Christmas morning to find his own surprise. (03-05) Putnam 2014 B,K,L,Q+,M,CA,W (AR) $20.51

Buehner, Caralyn. *Merry Christmas, Mr. Mouse.* (166661) Buehner, Mark il. A mouse and his wife discover a human family celebrating Christmas, and they decide to create their own Christmas for their young ones. (03-07) Dial 2015 K,L,Q,W $20.51

*Bunting, Eve. *Frog And Friends Celebrate Christmas, And New Year’s Eve.* (171677) Masse, Josee il. A beginning reader book containing three stories in which Frog shares a Thanksgiving feast with his woodland friends, celebrates his first Christmas, and rings in the New Year with a twist on tradition. (06-08) Sleeping Bear Press 2015 K,Q (AR) $12.22

Chaconas, Dori. *Cork & Fuzz: Merry Merry Holly Holly.* (204198) McCue, Lisa il. Cork and Fuzz wake up knowing the day is special but not why, and when they finally find a quiet place to think about it, singing a festive song as a bell jingles and snow falls on a sparkling pine tree, they realize that their friendship makes every day special. (06-08) Viking 2015 K,L,Q,W $19.81

Cronin, Doreen. *Click, Clack, Ho! Ho! Ho! (251052)* Lewin, Betsy il. As Farmer Brown prepares the house for Christmas, Duck tries to play Santa— but he gets stuck in the chimney, along with all the other animals who try to help. (04-07) Atheneum 2015 B,K+,Q+,M,W+ (AR) $20.51

Diesen, Deborah. *Not Very Merry Pout-Pout Fish.* (278191) Hanna, Dan il. Mr. Fish is having a hard time finding the right presents for his friends, until he learns that the best gifts come from the heart. (04-08) Farrar 2015 K,L,Q,W (AR) $19.81

Greene, Stephanie. *Princess Posey And The Christmas Magic.* (397260) Sisson, Stephanie Roth il. Posey and her family and friends prepare for the holidays. (06-09) Putnam 2013 K+,L,Q,M (AR/RC) $17.71

Haig, Matt. *Boy Called Christmas.* (410699) Mould, Chris il. Nikolas, the boy who would one day be known as Santa Claus, goes on a life-changing quest to the North Pole. (08-12) Knopf 2016 B,K+,L,Q,M (AR) $19.81

Hale, Bruce. *Clark The Shark Loves Christmas.* (411971) Francis, Guy il. Clark the Shark is excited about his class’ Secret Santa celebration, but he becomes so wrapped up in what he's going to get that he forgets to give! (04-08) Harper 2016 K,L,W (AR) $20.51


Holm, Jennifer L. *Little Babymouse And The Christmas Cupcakes.* (459953) il. Babymouse eats all the cookies intended for Santa, makes cupcakes to replace them, then eats the cupcakes. (03-07) Random 2016 K,L,Q+,M,W (AR) $20.51

Korman, Gordon. *Jingle.* (530037) Santa’s Workshop Holiday Spectacular at the Colchester mansion is a long standing tradition in Cedarville, however Griffin, Ben, and Antonia are not happy to find that they have been volunteered as elves by their friend Logan and can not get out of it. The valuable antique known as the Star of Prague disappears from the giant Christmas tree, and as they are the chief suspects, the friends set out to find who took it. (08-12) Scholastic 2016 K,L,Q (AR/RC) $19.81

Litwin, Eric. *Pete The Cat Saves Christmas.* (580408) Dean, James il. When Santa falls ill and Christmas may have to be canceled, Pete the cat comes to the rescue. (03-07) Harper 2012 K,L,Q+,M,W (AR) $20.51

Manzano, Sonia. *Miracle On 133rd Street.* (602405) Priceman, Marjorie il. The day before Christmas, everyone in Jose's neighborhood seems grumpy, including his mother who is homesick for Puerto Rico, but when he and his parents return from the pizzeria where they borrowed an oven to cook their roast, the heavenly aroma reminds those they pass of all they have to celebrate. (04-08) Atheneum 2015 B+,K+,L,Q+,M,C,W+ (AR/RC) $20.51

Martin, Ann M. *Doll People's Christmas.* (606254) Helquist, Brett il. Things go awry when Annabelle, a fragile, timid porcelain doll who lives in a Victorian dollhouse, tries to share some of her Christmas traditions with best friend Tiffany, a sturdy, adventurous plastic doll who lives in a modern dollhouse. (04-08) Hyperion 2016 B,K,L,Q,W $20.51

May, Robert Lewis. *Rudolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer.* (615142) Caparo, Antonio Javier il. Although the other reindeer laugh at him because of his bright red nose, Rudolph proves his worth when he is chosen to lead Santa Claus’ sleigh on a foggy night. (04-07) Little Simon 2014 K,L,Q,W $20.51

Murray, Laura. *Gingerbread Man Loose At Christmas.* (665413) Lowery, Mike il. The Gingerbread Man and his classmates spread holiday cheer by delivering gifts and thank yous to the people of their town. (05-08) Putnam 2015 B,K,L,Q+,M,W (AR) $19.81
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. Shiloh Christmas. (668702) Marty and his best friend, Shiloh, are on another adventure. Marty learns when a secret is too dangerous to keep, and that hate can spread like fire. (08-12) Atheneum 2015 K+,L,Q+,M,W+ (AR/RC) $20.51

Paul, Ellis. Night The Lights Went Out On Christmas. (704209) Brundage, Scott il. Year after year, the neighbors on one suburban street try to outdo one another with their holiday decorations, until one night their efforts take out the world's power grid! (04-07) Whitman 2015 K-,L,Q,W $19.81

Pingk, Rubin. Samurai Santa: A Very Ninja Christmas. (718961) il. Yukio wants to have a snowball fight but all the other ninjas want to stay good for Santa. So Yukio decides to sabotage Santa. (04-08) Simon 2015 K,L,Q+,M,C,W+ $20.51

Shannon, David. It’s Christmas, David! (805418) il. Christmas has arrived with so many rules to follow that David fears his mistakes will cause Santa to pass him by. (03-07) Blue Sky Press 2010 B+,K,L,Q+,M,C,W $20.51


Wheeler, Lisa. Christmas Boot. (937187) Pinkney, Jerry il. Hannah Greyweather’s life is changed when she finds a magic wish-granting boot in the forest outside her home. (04-08) Dial 2016 B,K+,L,Q,M,W+ (AR) $20.51

Yoon, Salina. Penguin’s Christmas Wish. (973617) il. Penguin can’t wait to celebrate Christmas with his family and friends. But when things don’t go exactly as planned, Penguin learns to find holiday magic in the most unexpected places. (03-07) Bloomsbury 2016 B,K+,L,Q,W $18.41

*Title appears in more than one category.

Set S34092 _____ 77 Books @ $1,469.41

Nonfiction

October - Day Of The Dead

Tonatiuh, Duncan. Funny Bones: Posada And His Day Of The Dead Calaveras. (884829) il. Jose Posada was a Mexican artist whose skeleton drawings are emblematic of Mexico’s Día de los Muertos. Explores the life of the man who created these iconic images. (06-10) Abrams 2015 B+,K+,L,Q+,M+,C,W+ (AR) $21.19

November - Thanksgiving


December - Hanukkah

Herrington, Lisa M. Hanukkah. (440825) il. An introduction to Hanukkah, including traditions, festivities, and the origin of Hanukkah, also known as the Festival of Lights. (03-06) Children’s 2014 L (AR/RC) $12.90

Set S34093 _____ 4 books @ $73.69
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